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Abstract— In this study we demonstrate how we interconnect
three different ontologies, the BioAssay Ontology (BAO), LINCS
Information FramEwork ontology (LIFEo), and the Drug Target
Ontology (DTO). The three ontologies are built and maintained
for three different projects: BAO for the BioAssay Ontology
Project, LIFEo for the Library of Integrated Network-Based
Cellular Signatures (LINCS) project, and DTO for the
Illuminating the Druggable Genome (IDG) project. DTO is a new
ontology that aims to formally describe drug target knowledge
relevant to drug discovery. LIFEo is an application ontology to
describe information in the LIFE software system. BAO is a
highly accessed NCBO ontology; it has been extended formally to
describe several LINCS assays. The three ontologies use the same
principle architecture that allows for re-use and easy integration
of ontology modules and instance data. Using the formal
definitions in DTO, LIFEo, and BAO and data from various
resources one can quickly identify disease-relevant and tissuespecific genes, proteins, and prospective small molecules. We
show a simple use case example demonstrating knowledge-based
linking of life science data with the potential to empower drug
discovery.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Big data are ubiquitous in business, technology and science.
Life science research data are no exception. However, the
nature of research data, in particular in the life sciences brings
additional challenges due to broad diversity of data types and
formats, the quick evolution of knowledge and advancements
in technologies to generate data. Despite large investments in
information systems in the pharmaceutical industry and nonprofit research organizations, the difficult problem of
describing, organizing, integrating, analyzing diverse, fast
evolving and large scale data in the context of biological
knowledge remains a critical and not fully solved challenge.
In this study we demonstrate in a simple case study how to
represent and organize such data better by using Semantic
Web technologies. Although this approach is not novel, we
contribute by leveraging three ontologies developed in our
group and that are largely aimed at addressing different
aspects of drug discovery data.
The BioAssay Ontology (BAO) [3] has been developed to
formally describe knowledge of chemical biology assays and
screening results using Description Logic (DL) [14] and OWL

(OWL2.0) [17]. The first version of BAO [9] focused on High
Throughput Screening (HTS) assays and contained
descriptions of many assays from PubChem. BAO since
evolved to better integrate with other ontologies and better
align with established upper level models and improve
usability. BAO was also extended to support profiling assays
such as those in LINCS [21]. The systems biology nature of
LINCS data required a formal model to describe the relations
of cells, disease, tissues and relevant bio-molecules, such as
proteins, transcribed genes, used in different roles the various
assays. The LINCS Information FramEwork (LIFE) [20] was
developed to process, integrate, query, and explore this data.
The LIFE application ontology (LIFEo) was developed as a
knowledge model to capture the relevant relationships to
facilitate this functionality. The Drug Target Ontology (DTO)
is being developed as a reference framework to formalize
knowledge about drug targets in the context of simple assays
and more complex model systems; it is developed as part of
the Illuminating the Druggable Genome (IDG) project [22].
For example DTO can readily be used in BAO or in LINCS to
describe protein targets in an assay or known targets of small
molecule drugs.

Figure 1 BAO, LIFEo, and DTO with select external
ontologies

II. METHODS
All three ontologies (BAO, LIFEo, and DTO) are built using
the OWL language. They all use the same approach of
modular architectures to facilitate maintenance and re-use [1].
For the construction of DTO we developed tools (using Java
and the OWL API) to semi-automate the ontology building
process; modularization in DTO further separates algorithmgenerated components from expert-generated ones.
Modeling of the data requires a complex and sequential
approach. BAO contains formal definitions of assay-related
concepts, LIFEo contains axioms for various bio-molecules
and their relationships to the assays, cells, tissues, etc, while
DTO contains axioms to formalize drug target knowledge.
The ontologies have been designed to complement each other
and to be compatible. All ontologies make extensive use of
external ontologies.
The concepts for BAO ontology are either created by our
group, or extracted from external ontologies and used with
their own URIs. LIFEo formally describes data generated in
the LINCS project’s Data and Signature Generating Centers
(DSGCs). Finally, for DTO we formally describe drug target
data that are the focus of the IDG Project. We further use
public databases, such as UniProt [27], in an effort to cross
reference and map terms.
We used Protégé [29] to add the manual axioms, Fact ++ [12]
reasoner to reason the query view that we created and used
Virtuoso [37] as our triple store.
III. RESULTS
A. BioAssay Ontology (BAO)
BAO [3] was designed and implemented to axiomize
knowledge about bioassays. As the content expanded with the
addition of LINCS assays, an architectural change was
implemented to the ontology so that it can maintain its core
while importing external ontologies for existing information.
Current version of BAO has >3300 classes, >420,000 axioms
and 165 object properties.

modules that can contain the native as well as the external
axioms. An important feature of this modularization is that it
allows to create a BFO-founded version for ontology authoring
and integration with other resources, but also a BAO-native
version for users; since most users are not familiar with BFO
terms. In addition to the ontology architecture of BAO, we
aimed to standardize the assay descriptions by creating
metadata and design patterns for the formal definitions. LINCS
assays were axiomized in BAO using the model previously
described [38] and shown in Figure 2.
B. LINCS Information FramEwork Ontology (LIFEo)
The Library of Integrated Network-Based Cellular
Signatures (LINCS) project aims to create a network-based
understanding of biology by cataloging changes in gene
expression and other cellular processes that occur when cells
are exposed to a variety of perturbing agents. LINCS aims to
use computational tools to integrate this diverse information
into a comprehensive view of normal and disease states that
can be applied for the development of new biomarkers and
therapeutics [21]. The diverse datasets of LINCS are generated
via various assays; in each assay biological molecules occur in
different roles; formalizing this information facilitates the
integration of this data and allows asking potentially novel
complex queries.
To accomplish this, we have formalized LINCS assays in
BAO. The systems biology nature of LINCS data required a
new model we called the LIFE ontology. LIFEo is an
application ontology designed to handle the different biological
molecules and model systems (in particular cell lines and
cells), their relationships to other concepts, such as disease and
tissue and assays and their roles. LIFEo contains >49000
classes, >132,000 axioms and 62 object properties (including
direct and indirect imports from BAO, DTO and other, external
ontologies). By using a modular approach, LIFEo is aiming to
create a useful model of how the different metadata
components in LINCS align across the entire project.
The first version of LIFEo supported eight assays, namely:
KINOMEscan, KiNativ, Cue Signal Response, P100, 2-ColorApoptosis, 3-Color-Apoptosis, Cell Cycle State, and Cell
Growth Assays [21].
Although LINCS assays are diverse with respect to assay
technology, the detection method, model systems, and
metadata entities, the main point of LIFEo is to provide an
integrative model that facilitates context-specific analysis by
formalizing the most important relationships.
In addition to the gene and protein modules of the LIFE
ontology, we have a module for cells that are used as model
systems in the various assays. They are grouped into four main
categories: stem cells, primary cells, differentiated cells, and
cell lines. Cell lines then are grouped by using the organs from
which they were derived using UBERON.

Figure 2 Concepts for Modeling of Bioassays in BAO.
Briefly, the implemented modular architecture divides the
ontology into layers, starting with the vocabularies, followed
by modules with BAO-native axioms, and finally, different
views of the ontology can be created by combinations of

C. Drug Target Ontology (DTO)
DTO is being created as part of the IDG project. An important
goal of the IDG project is to catalyze the development of
chemical probes and drug development entry points for
understudied, yet relevant protein targets in the four most

commonly targeted protein families (G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCR), nuclear receptors, ion channels, and
kinases) by integrating all available information and making it
available as actionable knowledge. The current version of
DTO consists of asserted class hierarchies of the ~1800
protein targets, > 13,000 classes and > 214,000 axioms.
DTO is designed to work with other ontologies, such as BAO
and thus can be used to describe proteins in LINCS assays.
DTO content is being curated from various sources and the
details of the development of DTO will be described
elsewhere. DTO content is further annotated and linked by
various ontologies. To facilitate the construction of DTO, we
wrote various scripts using Java to retrieve information from
databases and ontologies. These databases include UniProt
and NCBI databases for ENTREZ IDs for the genes, and
ChEBI [33] for ions and other small molecules. Further
information from the DISEASES and TISSUES databases are
incorporated [36].
We retrieved the proteins, with their tissue and disease
relationships with the confidence scores that are given to the
relationships. We put this data into our database and use this
information while creating the ontology's axioms that refer to
the probabilistic values of the relationships.
a) Knowledge Modeling of the Drug Target Ontology:
Drug Target Ontology (DTO) uses various external
databases and ontologies to retrieve information. The
information is retrieved via web-based applications and inhouse-built scripts. The data that is used to build DTO is then
housed in an internal database. To facilitate ontology
development and maintenance, such as frequent updates and
synchronization to other data sources, we use Java, OWL API
and Jena to build modules of the ontology in a semi-automated.
The details of the specific modularization architecture are
shown in Figure 3.
b) Improved Modular Architecture for the Drug Target
Ontology:
In contrast to BAO, which is primarily constructed
manually by experts formalizing axioms, DTO integrates lots
of information from different resources.
We therefore
separated a further module category built using only automated
scripts. These are imported into modules that incorporate
expert-built axioms. This way, updates from the database will
not overwrite expert-modeled content.

Figure 3 Modular Architecture of DTO
First, we determine the abstract horizon between TBox and
ABox. Tbox contains modules, which define the
conceptualization without dependencies. These modules are
self-contained and well-defined with respect to the domain and
they contain concepts, relations, and individuals. We can have
n of these modules.
Second, once the n modules are defined, the modules with
axioms that can be generated automatically are created. Those
modules have interdependent axioms. At this level one could
create any number of gluing modules, which import other
modules without dependencies or with dependencies. It also is
self-contained. This means that there is no outside term or
relationship in the files.
Third, this level contains axioms created manually;
however the axioms generated are independent and selfcontained. The manual modules are an optional level and they
inherit the axioms created automatically. A good example of
axioms that may be seen in this level are axioms for protein
modifications and mutations, which have been challenging
modeling questions. At this level, the self-contained DTO_core
is also generated with the existing modules.
Fourth, at this level we can design modules that import
modules from our domain of discourse, and also from third
party ontologies. Third party ontologies could be large,
therefore a suitable module extraction method (e.g. Java
programs using OWL API and Jena) can be used to extract
only part of those ontologies (vide supra). We would model
this in the DTO_complete level. We can have one
DTO_complete file or multiple files, each may be modeled for
a different purpose, e.g., tailored for various research groups.
Once these ontologies are imported, the alignment takes place.
The alignments are defined for concepts and relations using
equivalence or subsumption DL constructs. The alignment
depends on the domain experts and/or cross-references made in
the ontologies. For DTO, the most significant alignment made

is between UBERON [23] and BRENDA [24] ontologies for
the tissue information.
Fifth, release the TBox based on the modules created from
the third phase. Depending on the end-users, the modules are
combined without loss of generality. With this methodology
we make sure that we only send out physical files that contain
our (and the absolute necessary) knowledge.
Sixth, at this level, the necessary modules ABoxes are
created. ABoxes can be loaded to a triple store or to a
distributed file system in a way that one could achieve pseudoparallel reasoning.
Seventh, at this level we define views on the knowledge
base. These are files that contain imports (both direct and
indirect) from various TBoxes and ABoxes modules for the
end-user. It can be seen as a view, using database terminology.
D. Use Case Example Query
Since BAO, LIFEo, and DTO have been constructed using
a modular approach, we are able to create different views that
would help to integrate and query relevant data, for example in
the drug-discovery domain. We extracted the LINCS assays
from BAO by using Jena [6], and OWL API, used the cell line
module from LIFEo, and the targets from Drug Target
Ontology (DTO) in order to query the following use case.
1) Query
What are the kinases used in the LINCS assays that measure
protein binding and have strong evidence for being associated
with cancer? Further, what are the relevant compounds
targeting these kinases and are therefore relevant for the
disease? What other data support the compound-disease
association? The generic example cancer, is meant only for
illustrative purposes.

Figure 4 Illustration of the example query using the three
ontologies

2) Results
This query aims to retrieve assay specific proteins based on
the assays of interest. It works in two parts. In the first part we
used the molecular function that is measured (i.e. protein
binding) to infer the bioassays of interest. This information is
formally described in BAO. We then identified the kinases
used in these assays using the LINCS data axioms related with
kinases in LIFEo. Finally by using DTO, we get the
intersection of this subset of kinases with the kinases that have
strong evidence for associations with cancer. The disease and
tissue information related with different genes and proteins is
formalized in DTO as described above. We further analyzed
the results by using the compound data in the LIFEo. We
queried the compounds used both in KINOMEscan (KS) and
KiNativ (KN) assays.
Table 1 Results for the Query
Assay
s
KS&
KN
KS&
KN
KS
KS&
KN
KS&
KN
KS

Results for Kinases
Protein Name

Gene

Disease

cyclin-dependent kinase 2

CDK2

cancer

cyclin-dependent kinase 16

CDK16

cancer

DAPK3

cancer

IGF1R

cancer

IRAK1

cancer

MELK

cancer

death-associated
protein
kinase 3
insulin-like growth factor 1
receptor
interleukin-1
receptorassociated kinase 1
maternal embryonic leucine
zipper kinase

Table 2 Small Molecules and Proteins that are used in KS
and KN Assays
Small Molecule
Name
OTSSP167

Small Molecule
LINCS ID
LSM-6340

Proteins

5z-7-oxozeaenol

LSM-43344

XMD16-144

LSM-43287

CDK2, DAPK3,
IGF1R, IRAK1, MELK
CDK2, CDK16,
IRAK1,MELK
CDK2, IRAK1

Sorafenib

LSM-1008

CDK2, IRAK1,CDK16

GW-5074

LSM-1029

CDK2, IRAK1

SB590885

LSM-1046

CDK2, IRAK1

PLX-4720

LSM-1049

CDK2, IRAK1

AZ-628

LSM-1050

CDK2, IRAK1

PLX4032

LSM-1068

CDK2, IRAK1

NPK76-II-72-1

LSM-1070

CDK2, IRAK1

Torin1

LSM-1079

CDK2, IRAK1

Torin2

LSM-1080

CDK2, IRAK1

XMD11-50

LSM-1086

CDK2, IRAK1

JWE-035

LSM-1092

CDK2, IRAK1

XMD8-85

LSM-1093

CDK2, IRAK1

XMD8-92

LSM-1094

CDK2, IRAK1

XMD-12

LSM-1106

CDK2, IRAK1

Ibrutinib

LSM-1129

CDK2

XMD11-85h

LSM-5577

CDK2, IRAK1

QL-X-138

LSM-5803

CDK2, IRAK1

WZ3105

LSM-5970

CDK2, CDK16, IRAK1

HG-6-64-01

LSM-43248

CDK2, IRAK1

We combined the resulting kinases of Query1 with the 22
compounds. Table 2 shows the specific kinases that were
targets of the same assays as the 22 compounds used both in
KINOMEscan and KiNativ assays.
In summary, assays with their molecular functions of interest
are axiomized in BAO. Kinases have assay related axioms in
LIFEo, which we retrieve as the second step in the query. We
then explore more about the proteins by using the axioms
related with their associated disease information from DOID
[8] encoded in the DTO. As cell lines are linked to diseases,
compounds can further be identified based on the growth
inhibition assays.
Our results showed us that with the three ontologies, BAO,
LIFEo, and DTO, we were able to connect different data types
and content related to drug-discovery data. The uniform
architecture along with the complex and sequential modeling
templates we use for the diverse types of data, allows us to
combine different modules and create different views in order
to reach the components of interest faster.
IV. DISCUSSION
Here we presented three ontologies built for three related, yet
different projects, and how they can work together in queries

crossing several concepts important for drug discovery. This is
facilitated by the similar modular architectures of the
ontologies, which enable their integration of diverse
information into a triple store.
BAO has been developed to formalize complex chemical
biology assays, such as HTS assays, which are one of the
primary methods to identify novel entry points for drug
discovery projects. BAO facilitates re-use of this data. LIFEo
provide a simple model to address the systems biology
aspects, specifically relations of disease model systems,
tissues, protein targets, small molecules and assays. DTO
describes drug targets formally and integrates information
from many sources. All ontologies utilize external ontologies,
which serve as an integration point, such as disease and tissue.
BAO was used in the BioAssay Research Database (BARD)
software system [19] and it is used in several projects and
organizations [36] after we had initially demonstrated its use
in the semantic software application BAOSearch
(http://baosearch.ccs.miami.edu/). We have also used BAO to
describe omics profiling assays in the LINCS program via the
LINCS
Information
Framework
(LIFE)
(http://life.ccs.miami.edu/).
DTO provides a formal classification of four protein families
based on function and phylogenetic and describes their clinical
classifications and relations to diseases and tissue expression.
DTO is already used in the IDG main Portal Pharos
(https://pharos.nih.gov/) and the TinX software application
(http://newdrugtargets.org/) to prioritize drugs by novelty and
importance.
DTO
is
publicly
available
at
http://drugtargetontology.org/, where it can be visualized and
searched.
We have illustrated how DTO, LIFEo, and BAO and included
external ontologies are used to describe, integrate, and query
drug discovery related data. We are also in the process of
integrating these knowledge models with the recently released
LINCS Data Portal (http://lincsportal.ccs.miami.edu/). For the
purpose of this paper, we have integrated only a part of the
available LINCS data in a local triple store to demonstrate the
basic concept of our approach of integration. Much more work
is required to fully integrate and model all LINCS data. As we
expand the LINCS and DTO knowledge models, we can
construct more complex queries. A particular goal is to enable
the context-sensitive integration and querying of data. We will
also integrate further ontologies for example the Cell Line
Ontology (CLO) to formalize LINCS cell lines.
We continue to develop BAO and DTO to maximize their
utility for the research community. We are constructing a
more advanced LINCS MetaData Ontology towards the goal
of a comprehensive systems-based model of LINCS signature
and drug discovery data.
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